ABSTRACT
The advent of advanced mobile devices in combination with new interaction modalities and methods for the tracking of contextual information, opens new possibilities in the field of context-aware user interface adaptation. One particular research direction is the automatic context-aware adaptation of input modalities in multimodal mobile interfaces. We present existing adaptive multimodal mobile input solutions and position them within closely related research fields. Based on a detailed analysis of the state of the art, we propose eight design guidelines for adaptive multimodal mobile input solutions. The use of these guidelines is further illustrated through the design and development of an adaptive multimodal calendar application.
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INTRODUCTION
Multimodal interfaces make use of multiple input or output modalities to enhance the communication and interaction with a user. By their very nature, they are excellent candidates for adaptive interfaces [18]. Depending on a user’s profile or some environmental conditions, a multimodal interface may switch from one modality to another modality. Furthermore, multimodal interfaces potentially support adaptation at the input as well as at the output level. While the automatic adaptation of multimodal interfaces on the output side has been explored by various researchers, the automated adaptation of input modalities has been less studied.

This lack of adaptive multimodal input solutions might be partly caused by the fact that until recently mobile devices did not offer a large enough range of input modalities. Nevertheless, the automatic adaptation of multimodal input in combination with advanced multimodal fusion algorithms has the potential to enhance the overall usability of mobile devices by providing multiple alternative modalities. In addition, interfaces can adjust to environmental conditions and thereby improve the individual user’s experience and performance.

The automatic adaptation of input modalities might further be instrumental in addressing security and safety issues. For example, a user driving a car should not use the touch screen of their smartphone but rather rely on input modalities which allow their attention to stay focussed on the road. Last but not least, the social context might favour or prevent the use of certain modalities. The development of these kind of adaptive multimodal systems not only requires detailed technical knowledge, but also clear design principles.

The new body of research on adaptive multimodal input is going to build on the existing research on automatic input adaptation over the last decade. We therefore start by presenting a review of existing work from the field of automatic multimodal input adaptation and position the research activities in this body of work. This is based on solutions in related fields such as the adaptation of output modalities, multimodal mobile interaction and context-aware applications. The existing work is first compared and then analysed in a more detailed way based on three dimensions: the combination of modalities, context awareness and the automated adaptation of input modalities. Based on this analysis, we propose a set of eight high-level design guidelines for the creation of context-aware adaptive multimodal mobile applications. Finally, the development of an adaptive multimodal calendar application is discussed to illustrate the application of the aforementioned design guidelines.

We start by introducing some general concepts including multimodal interaction, adaptation to user and context as well as three related theoretical frameworks. This is followed by a presentation of the research papers that have been analysed as part of our review. The analysis of existing work starts by summarising a set of characteristics for each project. Three detailed analyses about the combination of modalities, context influence and the automatic adaptation of input modalities are presented. After outlining some promising future research directions, we provide some general conclusions.
BACKGROUND
The field of automatic input adaptation based on contextual information is positioned at the border of a number of different research fields. We provide an overview of the most important fields and introduce three theoretical frameworks: the CARE properties, the ISATINE framework and the Cameleon reference framework.

Multimodal Interaction
The strength of multimodal interfaces lies in the potential combination of different modalities. Beyond the improved expressive power by using multiple modalities, as illustrated by Richard Bolt’s seminal “put-that-there” application in which a user combines speech and gesture to express complex commands, multimodal interfaces also improve the usability [2,17]. Input modalities are generally continuous probabilistic sources such as speech or gesture recognisers, as opposed to standard deterministic sources including keyboard or mouse input. The management of continuous probabilistic sources asks for parallel processing. Probabilistic sources and parallel processing in turn demand for distributed and time-sensitive software architectures [11].

CARE Properties
On a modelling level, the CARE properties defined by Coutaz and Nigay [6] illustrate how modalities can be composed in a multimodal application. Note that CARE stands for complementarity, assignment, redundancy and equivalence. Complementary modalities will need all modalities to reach a new application state, assigned modalities allocate one and only one modality to a particular operation, redundant modalities imply that all modalities can lead to the same operation and equivalent modalities assert that any of the modalities can be used to move to a new application state. The difference between redundancy and equivalence lies in how cases with multiple modalities occurring at the same time are dealt with. In the case of automatic input adaptation based on context information, equivalent or redundant modalities are essential and the appropriate modality for a given context will be selected or favoured.

Adaptation to User and Context
While adaptation has been investigated for traditional WIMP interfaces [5] or context-aware mobile interfaces [1], the work devoted to the automatic adaptation of input based on contextual information is rather limited. When considering user adaptation, different ways of adapting the user interface can be considered. On the one hand, the user interface can be created in such a way that it will adapt automatically and without any user intervention which is also the focus of this paper. On the other hand, we see solutions where users are given the possibility to modify the user interface in a proactive way. More formally, Malinowski et al. [16] proposed a complete taxonomy to describe user interface adaptation. Their taxonomy is based on four different stages of adaptation in a given interface, namely initiative, proposal, decision and execution. Each of these adaptations at the four different stages can be performed by the user, the machine or both. López-Jaquero et al. [15] proposed the ISATINE framework with seven stages of adaptation including the goals for user interface adaptation, the initiative for adaptation, the specification of adaptation, the application of adaptation, the transition with adaptation, the interpretation of adaptation as well as the evaluation of adaptation.

Cameleon Reference Framework
Calvary et al. [4] presented a model-based user interface framework for multi-target interfaces, allowing to describe design and run-time phases without taking into account specific implementation requirements. Multi-target refers to multiple contexts, whereas context denotes the context of use of an interactive system described in terms of a user, platform and environment model. The user model contains information about the current user, such as user preferences or limitations of disabled users. The platform model describes physical characteristics of the device the system is running on, including the size of the screen or the processor speed. Finally, the environment model contains information about social and physical attributes of the environment in which the interaction is taking place.

MULTIMODAL MOBILE INPUT SOLUTIONS
We now present the articles that we selected for our review of multimodal mobile input solutions. Related work in the field of context-aware automatic input adaptation is discussed in the section on Automatic Multimodal Input Adaptation. As we show, only limited research has been carried out in that field. In order to have a more complete overview, we also include related work in the field of user-driven multimodal input adaptation. Some of these solutions also illustrate how multimodal composition, the selection of modalities and context management have progressed in pervasive applications.

User-driven Multimodal Input Adaptation
We start by discussing the state of the art in the field of multimodal mobile input with a focus on solutions where environmental properties are taken into account as parameters to influence the selection of modalities. This includes well-known work that has been carried out in the domain of user-driven (non-automatic) context-aware input adaptation.

Lemmela et al. [14] presented an iterative method to design multimodal applications in mobile contexts. An interesting contribution of their approach is that they identified which modalities and combinations of modalities best suit different mobile situations based on the user’s sensory channel load. Speech input was assigned as the default interaction technique for the car environment whereas 2D gestures (finger strokes) and motion gestures (tilt gestures) were used in the walking environment. In both scenarios, users had to read and write SMS messages while performing other activities. It has been pointed out that users prefer to use the speech input modality while being in the car context. De Sá et al. [8] describe a set of techniques and tools to support designers during the development of multimodal mobile applications. One of these tools related to context and environmental influence is a conceptual framework called Scenario Generation and Context Selection Framework. The framework aims to facilitate the process of scenario selection and generation in
a mobile setting. It relies on the analysis of a set of variables that might affect user interaction. Ronkainen et al. [24] introduced a conceptual framework called Environment Analysis Framework to perform a systematic environment analysis. The framework was built based on the analysis of previous work regarding mobile usage and context influence. The authors claim that the output of the framework can be used to guide the design of adaptive and/or multimodal user interfaces and devices optimised for certain environments.

Some projects also addressed how the influence of context and environmental properties in particular affect the user interaction and preferred modalities in different application domains. For instance, the map-based application domain has been analysed by several authors. Doyle et al. [10] conducted a review and analysis of existent map-based multimodal systems. They further proposed and evaluated a new multimodal mobile geographic information system (GIS) called Compass. Parameters such as the effectiveness and efficiency compared to unimodal interaction were evaluated. Ramsay et al. [20] proposed using motion gestures such as the forward and backward tilting of an external device for map navigation. The study focused on evaluating user preferences and their perception of new input interaction techniques in comparison to traditional keypad navigation. A tourist guide application was developed to conduct a user evaluation in the field.

Other typical mobile outdoor activities like shopping, accessing different kinds of web services and form-filling tasks were also explored. For example, the goal of Wasinger et al.’s work [30] was to explore the use of tangible interaction as a complementary input modality for speech, 2D gestures on touch displays and pen gestures. They developed a proof of concept application to measure the intuitiveness as well as to evaluate a user’s preferred combination of modalities in a shopping context. On the other hand, as part of the SmartWeb project, Sonntag et al. [28] proposed the use of natural language and multimodality as an interface to intuitively retrieve different types of information from web services. An important aspect of their system is its context-aware processing strategy. All recognised user actions are processed with respect to their situational and discourse context. Finally, Reis et al. [22] investigated the preferred user modality in different mobile environments. The authors presented a mobile multimodal application that allowed users to answer questionnaires and fill in information. The test was conducted in four environments including the home, a park, the subway and a car. The evaluated input modalities were 2D and pen gestures as well as speech and keyboard-based input. Their results highlight that in quiet environments without the presence of strangers or other disturbing factors, users were eager to experiment with new modalities.

### Automatic Multimodal Input Adaptation

We now outline the state of the art in the field of mobile multimodal input with a focus on solutions where environmental properties are taken into account as parameters that influence the selection of modalities. The main features of the work presented in this section are summarised and further classified in Table 1.

As part of the SmartKom [23] research project, Bühler et al. [3] presented a prototype of a mobile version of the SmartKom system. The relevance of this paper is based on the introduction of a conceptual framework that deals with the flexible control of the interaction modalities as well as a new architecture for flexible interaction in mobile settings. Users as well as the system can initiate a modality transition between the default modalities. The conceptual framework describes five combinations of input and output modalities based on the user’s level of attention in a car and a pedestrian setting, namely default, listener, silent, car and speech only. The adaptation mechanism is based on a set of predefined rules. For instance, an automatic input transition in the driver environment allowed the pen gesture input modality to be automatically switched off when the mobile device was connected to the docking station in a car. Likewise, when high levels of background noise were sensed in the pedestrian environment, the speech input modality was disabled.

Using the same rule-based approach, David et al. [7] proposed a mobile middleware that facilitates the development and maintenance of adaptive multimodal mobile interfaces. The middleware is built on the Android framework and is composed of two layers including a Services and a Programming Language layer. One of the novelties of the approach is that this library is based on the context-oriented programming paradigm presented in [26]. An instant messenger prototype has been built to illustrate the approach. The application allowed users to read and write SMS messages by using the keyboard or speech. Thereby, the input modes were adapted depending on the user’s movements in a stressful condition such as cycling. For example, when the user was riding a bike, the default input modality was automatically set to speech and when the user stopped biking, the speech modality was deactivated.

In turn, Kong et al. [13] proposed a framework based on human-centric adaptation. In contrast to rule-based approaches, they quantify the user’s average preference for a modality in a given interaction context. For instance, a dark environment might reduce a user’s preference score for modalities related to the visual display. Adaptation can therefore be seen as searching for an optimal set of modalities with the highest preference score for a given scenario. The adaptation algorithm also verifies that the selected modality does not exceed the system resources. The application design and development process according to the proposed framework can be summarised in three steps. First, determine the tasks and available input/output modalities for a given device type. Then, the interaction scenarios as well as the interaction context should be determined. Last but not least, the designers have to evaluate the average preference score of a modality for a specific interaction context. To obtain this value, a survey with end users must be conducted. The results of the survey are finally used as input for a heuristic algorithm.

Zaguia et al. [31] presented an interesting approach for the detection of the optimal modality. They explored the domain of web service access using a context-based modality activation approach. The important part of their approach is that
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Modalities</th>
<th>Interaction Techniques</th>
<th>Interaction Sensors</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Output Influence</th>
<th>CARE Properties</th>
<th>Environment Conditions</th>
<th>FMA</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buhrer et al. 2002 [3]</td>
<td>speech</td>
<td>microphone</td>
<td>wireless computer</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>complementarity</td>
<td>natural dialogue + pointing (information about a place)</td>
<td>driving</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>ME: driving speed, state of brakes, location, noise level</td>
<td>Map &amp; GIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pen gestures</td>
<td>tactile</td>
<td>(iPAQ) and laptop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>speech mode: natural dialogue</td>
<td>social conditions: stress location: car walking (preference score)</td>
<td></td>
<td>SmartKom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>display</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>silent/listener mode: pointing</td>
<td>high noise level social conditions: stressful social interaction location: street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>manual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equivalence default mode: natural dialogue</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>ME: GPS speed, rule based</td>
<td>Communication SMS application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dialogue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ly ging (write message, check answer)</td>
<td>location: social conditions: stress (cycling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>assignment library: 2D gestures</td>
<td>location: shopping mall, outdoors, library physical conditions: light level (bright, medium, dark), weather (sunny, cloudy, rainy), noise level (noisy, quiet)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>ME: ambient light, noise level, weather, location, temperature AP: human centric preference score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gestures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>equivalence outdoors: speech, 2D gestures</td>
<td>location: home, work, on the go physical conditions: light level (bright, dark, . . .), noise level (noisy, quiet)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>ME: noise level, location, light level AP: rule based AM: enable/disable preferred modality</td>
<td>Services flight reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>shaking: undo task</td>
<td>location: relative location: (device-mouth), outdoors physical conditions: light level (very dark)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>ME: device-mouth proximity AP: rule based AM: enable speech</td>
<td>Entertainment media centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>assignment of one specific input modality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of research on context-sensitive automatic input adaptation. The Output Influence column lists all output modalities together with information whether the output is adapted. In the column Adaptation, 'ME' stands for monitoring entity, 'AP' for adaptation policy and 'AM' for adaptation mechanism.

it ensures that the invoked modalities are suited for a user’s current situation. The system, or more specifically a dedicated context interaction agent, is in charge of the detection of context information as well as the selection of the optimal modality. This value is calculated based on the evaluation of factors related to the interaction context. Interaction context refers to user context (e.g. regular user, deaf, mute, manually handicapped or visually impaired), environmental context (e.g. noise level or the brightness at the workplace) and system context (e.g. capabilities of the computing device). The approach was further illustrated with a ticket reservation system. The application allowed users to reserve a ticket based on the optimal modalities provided by the system and potential transitions were depicted by Petri net diagrams.

Porta et al. [19] investigated the use of multimodal input in the domain of decision support in order to ease the access of information in time critical situations. A business-to-business (B2B) system that supported 2D gestures, motion gestures as well as speech input modalities was developed. In this application, the speech and 2D gesture modalities were used in a complementary way to search information, whereas motion gestures (e.g. shaking the device) were used for implementing an undo operation. In this approach, the system automatically switched on the speech modality when the user moved the arm holding the device closer to their mouth.

Within the entertainment domain, Turunen et al. [29] presented a multimodal media centre interface. The interface allowed users to interact using speech input, extra gestures (tangible interaction) and motion gestures. In the same fashion as Porta et al., the speech modality was automatically switched on when a user moved the device close to their mouth.

**ANALYSIS**

Our analysis is based on the articles introduced in the previous section. Three different dimensions are observed: the combination of modalities, context awareness and automatic adaptation. The first two dimensions serve as a conceptual basis to understand common multimodal composition patterns as well as to analyse the suitability of modalities according to context variations. These aspects are paramount during the design phase of an effective context-aware adaptive multimodal application. Note that, to a lesser extent, Gentile et al. [12] also explored features of adaptive systems.

**Combination of Modalities**

All of the fourteen articles except one, explored different equivalent and complementary combinations of modalities. The remaining article, Ronkainen et al. [24], investigated the assignment of one specific input modality to perform a particular task. For instance, the authors studied the use of the
double tap gesture at the back of the device as an alternative technique to silence the device or to start speech input recognition. It is important to notice the influence of the current input modality in the selection of the output modality. The discussion of output modalities is out of the scope of this analysis, however this specific relationship has been reviewed. The results showed that in seven out of fourteen articles [3,7,8,14,24,29,31] the selected input modality influenced the output modality. It is also worth highlighting that only in Wasinger et al.'s [30] work the use of redundancy was observed. A summary of the combinations of different modalities is provided in Table 2.

Interestingly, the results show that speech input modality is present in around 86% of the articles with the exception of [20,24]. Voice commands consist mainly of short phrases containing a few words and matched against a grammar of rules. This interaction technique has been mainly used in conjunction with pointing-based techniques. In this way, it was possible to ask the system for information related to an element pointed to by the user. Twelve out of the fourteen research projects made use of the touch displays of recent smartphones or PDAs. Modalities associated with touch displays are 2D gestures and pen gestures, with an appearance of approximately 64% and 50% in the reviewed papers. The results further reveal that the interaction techniques used by the two modalities are very similar. In general, they were used for pointing tasks, specifically to select items in the interface. Gestures based on gesture recognition techniques are mostly used to perform navigational or atomic tasks. For instance, navigation gestures like tilting the device up, down, left or right have been observed in three out of four articles [14,20,29]. In turn, atomic actions are mostly performed using a “shake gesture”. For instance, Porta et al. [19] used this gesture to specify an undo action. The advantage of this type of gestures is the support for one-handed interaction. Moreover, the level of attention to the device is also reduced. Last but not least, the usage of extra gestures through the interaction with tangible objects has been only explored by Wasinger et al.'s [30] work. In the latter, Turunen et al. mapped the main options of the system to an A3 control board tablet that—via labelled RFID tags—stored links to menu options. In both articles, user evaluations indicate a good acceptance by participants.

**Context Awareness**

Let us now address the suitability of the input modalities according to specific context settings. This analysis heavily relies on the articles that conducted user studies in real-world settings [10,14,20,22]. Likewise, studies conducted in laboratory settings [13,29,30] are also taken into account, because they evaluate the preferability or suitability of modalities in specific contexts. Finally, the context analysis performed in four articles [3,8,24,31] are an additional source for the presented analysis.

In general, users feel comfortable using all modalities in private places, where social interaction as well as noise levels are low. This was observed in Zaguia et al.’s [31] work, where all modalities were categorised as appropriate for the semantic location home with low levels of noise and a well illuminated environment. However, in public environments the results were different. In Reis et al.’s work [22], a study performed in the wild, specifically in the four real-world settings of a home, a park, the subway and a car showed that in the home environment, users are eager to experiment with modalities they found interesting. The results in this setting highlighted that all evaluated users applied voice interaction for selecting menu options as well as for data entry. Note that the behaviour was not the same in the other three environments.

When ideal environmental conditions change, a user’s preferred modality varies as well. Table 3 provides a summary of the suitability/preferability of each modality under specific environmental settings. The observed environment variables are taken from the environment model described in the Cameleon reference framework [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment Variables</th>
<th>Speech</th>
<th>2D / Pen / Indirect Manipulation</th>
<th>Motion Gestures</th>
<th>Extra Gestures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>physical condition</td>
<td>brightness</td>
<td>B/D [31]</td>
<td>B [31]</td>
<td>B/D [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noise level</td>
<td>L [10,31]</td>
<td>L [31]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Automatic Adaptation**

Based on the references presented in Table 1, an analysis of the automatic adaptation core features is presented. First, we provide an analysis of the monitoring entity component. Therefore, we reviewed the entities that monitor and start the adaptation mechanism in the reviewed articles. Relying on the Cameleon framework’s environment property classification (physical conditions, location and social conditions), it was possible to analyse which specific environment variable was used for which task. Furthermore, we analysed the type of adaptation policy and adaptive mechanism technique observed in different applications. Table 4 provides a summary
of the investigated articles in terms of the core features for automatic adaptation.

**Monitoring Entity**
This section focusses on the conditions these types of systems adapt to and the used environment variables. From Table 4, one can observe that only physical and location-based variables were used as adaptation triggers. Interestingly, none of the reviewed papers use methods for social cue detection based on built-in mobile sensors or other techniques able to detect social interaction. In the following, detailed information about the physical conditions and location variables that influenced the adaptation is provided.

**Physical Conditions:** The monitoring entities in this category are mostly built-in sensors that constantly sense changes in physical conditions like noise and light level, weather or acceleration. Large variations in these values lead to a possible input modality adaptation. For instance, in three articles the usage of noise level sensing [3,13,31] was observed. However, this information is mostly used in conjunction with information derived from other sensors. Apart from sensing noise level variations, Bühler et al. [3] and David et al. [7] sensed acceleration variations to identify when an object stands still or is moving. Finally, only in the framework proposed by Kong et al. [13], variables such as temperature, weather and time were considered as possible adaptation triggers. The authors mentioned that any change in the values of these variables trigger the adaptation algorithm.

**Location:** The monitoring entities observed in this category are clustered in three groups, namely relative, absolute and semantic location. Relative location refers to the location of the device or user in relation to another point of reference. On the other hand, an absolute location represents the exact geographic position consisting of latitude and longitude coordinates obtained from the GPS sensor. As previously mentioned, only David et al. [7] used this information when the speed value from the GPS (Global Positioning System) was not available. Finally, three articles [3,13,31] use semantic locations as adaptation triggers. Since semantic location does not change frequently, dynamic variables such as the noise or light level can be associated with each location in order to be used in the adaptation process. The use of the location in combination with the noise level can, for example, improve the usability and user acceptance.

**Adaptation Policy and Adaptive Mechanism**
We now describe how the input adaptation takes place in terms of the adaptation policy and the adaptation mechanism components. With regards to the adaptation policy component, we analysed which decision inference mechanism (rule-based or heuristic algorithm) was used among the reviewed articles. Regarding the adaptation mechanism, we analysed the possible modifications that end users could perceive after an input modality adaptation was triggered. Hence, we reviewed whether the modifications occurred by enabling and disabling a modality or by switching between a set of modalities.

The rule-based approach refers to simple logical rules that indicate when the adaptation has to take place as well as which kind of adaptation should take place. One can easily notice that all reviewed articles with the exception of Kong et al.’s work [13] followed this approach. On the other hand, three articles [3,13,31] used the switching technique adaptation mechanism. For instance, in Bühler et al. [3] this technique was used to switch between the five input interaction modes. Each interaction mode encompassed a set of allowed and suitable modalities for specific contextual situations. When a rule was satisfied, the suitable interaction mode was activated. For instance, one rule specified that if the user’s current location was different from car, the default interaction mode that relied on speech and pen gestures should be activated. In turn, when the noise level was sensed too high, the system switched to a listener mode and deactivated the speech input modality. Similarly, Zaguia et al.’s work [31] relied on a more complex set of rules to obtain the set of suitable modalities for a particular context and device. Similarly, the heuristic algorithm proposed by Kong et al. [13] selects the set of modalities that achieves a maximum preference score.

As mentioned before, Kong et al. [13] was the only article that reviewed another approach in regard to the adaptation policy component. The authors argued that rule-based approaches face some issues, such as not covering all interaction scenarios or rules that are conflicting with each other. They therefore proposed a human-centric adaptation approach using a heuristic algorithm. Hence, in this context, the objective of the adaptation algorithm was to find a set of modalities that achieve a maximum preference score.

**GUIDELINES**
During the analysis phase, we noticed that the field of automatic input adaptation has barely been addressed. The analysis of user-driven adaptation showed that existing research efforts provide the necessary conceptual basis to systematically design a context-aware adaptive application. However, these concepts have only been taken into consideration by two articles [13,31].

Based on the reviewed articles and the results outlined in the analysis section, we therefore propose a set of guidelines that can be used to design context-aware adaptive multimodal mobile applications. Note that the presented guidelines are further based on work in the field of mobile context-aware systems by Reeves et al. [21], Schiefer et al. [27], Dey et al. [9] as well Rothrock et al. [25]. These guidelines unify the key aspects and stages identified in the investigated articles. It is also worth mentioning that our guidelines are targeting the automatic adaptation of input channels. We organised the guidelines into three main phases: context and modality suitability analysis, multimodal task definition and adaptation design.

**Context and Modality Suitability Analysis**
Prior to the multimodal and adaptive design, the influence of environmental factors should be evaluated. In this phase, two
activities are important: conduct a context analysis and define suitable modalities for each semantic location.

(G1) **Conduct a context analysis:** It is important to define in advance the semantic locations (e.g. park, car, street or office) where the user is mostly going to interact with the application. After defining these locations, a context analysis should be conducted to have an overall picture of the environment factors that influence each location. In particular, for each location, the influence of environment variables such as noise level, social interaction or stress should be analysed. Then, qualitative values like low, medium, high should be assigned to each location/environment variable pair. The exact quantification of low/medium/high is left to the designer, as fewer or more values can be used depending of the required granularity. This guideline is derived from the location part of the analysis section. It also supports the analysis of mobile scenarios as reviewed in a number of conceptual frameworks [8,13,14,24].

(G2) **Define suitable modalities for each semantic location:** Based on the physical and social conditions assigned to the semantic locations, the designer should specify which modalities are appropriate for each location. This will lead to the selection of the modalities that will be supported by the application. To achieve this, the usability of each location/modality pair should be evaluated. For example, if the context analysis of the semantic location street outputs the values high for the noise level, medium for the social interaction and medium for the stress level, then the speech modality is labelled with a difficult value and the modality is considered as not suitable. As a rule of thumb, the designer should strive to keep most modalities enabled at all times. Note that this guideline is again derived from the location part of the analysis section as well as Reeves et al. [21] and Schiefer and Decker [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Conditions</th>
<th>Monitoring Entity</th>
<th>Social Conditions</th>
<th>Adaptation Policy</th>
<th>Adaptive Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acceleration [3,7], noise level [3,13,31], light level [13,31], temperature [13], weather [13], time [13]</td>
<td>relative position [19,29], absolute location [7], semantic location [3,13,31]</td>
<td>(N/A)</td>
<td>[3,7,19,29,31]</td>
<td>[3,7,19,29,31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Core features for automatic adaptation

(G3) **Select tasks that will offer multimodal behaviour:** It is important to specify which tasks in the application will support a multimodal behaviour. Thereby, ideal multimodal tasks are frequently used tasks, error-prone tasks or tasks that involve a complex process [21,27].

(G4) **Define equivalent modalities for the multimodal tasks:** For any given multimodal task, an interaction technique must be specified for each available modality. In this way, the user can perform the same task using any of the supported modalities [21,27].

**Adaptation Design**

Based on the context and modality analysis information obtained from the previous stages, the designer should now specify the design of the adaptation process. In this phase, three aspects have to be taken into account, namely the definition of adaptation triggers and monitoring entities, the definition of the adaptation policy and modalities and context status feedback. These guidelines are derived from the monitoring entity and adaptation policy and adaptive mechanism parts of the analysis section.

(G5) **Define adaptation triggers and monitoring entities:** In this step, it must be clear for the designer which type of environment variables will influence the adaptation (physical conditions, social conditions, location). Likewise, it should be specified how the environment data related to the variables is going to be captured. Moreover, it should be specified how this sensor data is mapped to meaningful information for the application [9,25].

(G6) **Define adaptation policy mechanism based on context analysis:** Independently of the selected adaptation policy mechanism (e.g. rule based or using an heuristic algorithm), the assignment of input modalities according to the changes in the environment values have to be defined. These design decisions should take the context analysis and multimodal task definition of the previous stages into account [25].

(G7) **Define adaptation mechanisms:** In this type of adaptation, the designer should decide between two possible adaptation mechanism: enable/disable one specific modality or automatically switch a set of modalities [25].

(G8) **Provide modality and context status feedback:** The designer has to provide means to display the available modalities and the current context status. This contextual status and the set active modalities should be visible for the user at any time in an unintrusive manner [9,21,27].

**USE CASE APPLICATION**

The Multimodal Adaptive Agenda (MAA) is a proof of concept application that was developed to illustrate the guidelines. MAA is a mobile calendar application built on Android offering adaptive multimodal functionality based on form-filling tasks. We first describe the application itself and then illustrate how our guidelines were used to define the application behaviour of.

**Application Description**

The interface of the MAA application is shown in Figure 1. The application looks and feels like a standard calendar application, with the possibility to add new events, modify and
cancel them through classic Android GUI elements. However, a field has been added on the lower section of the screen, allowing the user to input commands through gestures on the screen. For example, a gesture comparable to the iPhone’s “slide to unlock” gesture can be used to quickly cancel an appointment which otherwise would have been wrongly created by the user. Similarly, the signal from the accelerometers is used to allow the user to navigate between days and months in the calendar by tilting the phone to the left and right. Finally, Near Field Communication (NFC) tags can be used to create a new event (e.g. for a particular meeting). The tangible tag can be passed to other people in order that they can seamlessly create the same event in their calendar. Please note that all these functions can also be achieved through the GUI buttons and widgets of the interface.

As the permitted modalities are adapted on the fly, based on information from the surroundings, the interface also displays the detected environment along with a list of enabled and disabled modalities. Figure 2 displays four different cases of suitable modalities for the semantic indoor location and different variations of the noise level. As can be seen in the last case, when the system detects that the user is walking, it is no longer possible to interact using motion gestures, which helps to avoid wrong input due to movement.

As the permitted modalities are adapted on the fly, based on information from the surroundings, the interface also displays the detected environment along with a list of enabled and disabled modalities. Figure 2 displays four different cases of suitable modalities for the semantic indoor location and different variations of the noise level. As can be seen in the last case, when the system detects that the user is walking, it is no longer possible to interact using motion gestures, which helps to avoid wrong input due to movement.

Analysis and Design
Following the three phases described in the our design guidelines, in the following we describe the supported input modalities, interaction techniques and adaptation rules.

Context and Modality Suitability Analysis
The first step in the design of the MAA was the context analysis of the locations where users would most likely use the application. Two indoor locations (i.e. home and work) as well as an outdoor location (i.e. street) were evaluated. Then, the influence of three environment variables for each location was investigated. The environment variables noise level, social interaction and stress level were selected for evaluating each location. During the analysis, it was noticed that the variations in these three parameters influenced the use of a modality in a specific setting. In consequence, the level of influence was assigned using a high/medium/low interval scale. Table 5 illustrates the results of this analysis, with the values providing an overview of the influence of context.

This information serves as a basis to evaluate how easy or difficult it will be to use a specific modality at a particular location. The modalities that should be analysed are the ones supported by the device on which the application will run. Since we decided that the application should be used on modern smartphones, the available input modalities are speech through the built-in voice recognition engine, 2D gestures using multi-touch displays, motion gestures using the built-in accelerometer sensors and extra gestures using the built-in NFC reader of the smartphone.

The suitability level of each input modality was evaluated for each semantic location. For this analysis, a three level qualitative scale (easy, medium, difficult) was used. If the interaction appeared to be too difficult for a particular modality/location pair, the modality was considered as not suitable. In turn, when the modalities were evaluated with an easy value, the modality was considered as suitable. This information was used to take decisions regarding the modalities and interaction techniques to be used. For instance, we noticed that the use of speech was only appropriate within the home environment. We therefore decided not to include it as a supported modality in our proof of concept application. Finally, based on this analysis, we decided that the application should support 2D gestures (single tap and symbol drawing), motion gestures and extra gestures through the NFC reader.

Multimodal Task Definition
The functional requirements specify all the functionality supported by a system. Taking into account guideline G3, we selected the five tasks shown in Table 6 to support multimodal behaviour. The table further highlights which modalities can be used to interact with a given task as required by guideline G4. Please note that at least two equivalent modalities have been defined for each task.
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This information serves as a basis to evaluate how easy or difficult it will be to use a specific modality at a particular location. The modalities that should be analysed are the ones supported by the device on which the application will run. Since we decided that the application should be used on modern smartphones, the available input modalities are speech through the built-in voice recognition engine, 2D gestures using multi-touch displays, motion gestures using the built-in accelerometer sensors and extra gestures using the built-in NFC reader of the smartphone.

The suitability level of each input modality was evaluated for each semantic location. For this analysis, a three level qualitative scale (easy, medium, difficult) was used. If the interaction appeared to be too difficult for a particular modality/location pair, the modality was considered as not suitable. In turn, when the modalities were evaluated with an easy value, the modality was considered as suitable. This information was used to take decisions regarding the modalities and interaction techniques to be used. For instance, we noticed that the use of speech was only appropriate within the home environment. We therefore decided not to include it as a supported modality in our proof of concept application. Finally, based on this analysis, we decided that the application should support 2D gestures (single tap and symbol drawing), motion gestures and extra gestures through the NFC reader.

Multimodal Task Definition
The functional requirements specify all the functionality supported by a system. Taking into account guideline G3, we selected the five tasks shown in Table 6 to support multimodal behaviour. The table further highlights which modalities can be used to interact with a given task as required by guideline G4. Please note that at least two equivalent modalities have been defined for each task.
2D Gestures | Motion Gestures | Extra Gestures
---|---|---
create new event (button) | Single Tap | symbol drawing | shake gesture | bring an NFC tag close
save event (button) | | | | 
cancel event (button) | | | | 
move between calendar months (button) | | | | 
change day (date dialogue) (button) | + or - button | | flick up/down gesture |

Table 6. Supported input modalities and interaction techniques

Adaptation Design
As shown in Table 6, the user is able to interact with the application using four interaction techniques. However, users might feel overloaded by having all the input modalities available at once and having to decide which one to use. To address this issue, the application defines a default modality (2D gestures) and incorporates supporting modalities according to the context conditions. As recommended in guideline G5, the possible adaptation triggers for our application were identified. The location of the user was used as a first adaptation trigger. Noise level variations were also considered, as an indication of how stressful the environment is. Finally, taking into consideration guideline G6, the different transitions from one modality to the other were specified. This information is the conceptual basis to define context rules. Based on guideline G7, we settled on activating and disabling individual modalities. Finally, guideline G8 has been addressed by displaying the available and unavailable modalities at the top of the screen, as illustrated in Figure 1. With the tasks, their assigned modalities, the transitions between modalities and the full set of context rules defined, the concrete implementation of the MAA application followed a clear path.

The multimodal calendar application was designed from the ground to illustrate the application of our design guidelines for adaptive multimodal mobile applications. As such, its functionality is rather limited and it has to be seen as a test case to demonstrate the feasibility of the guidelines. The fact that modalities are either completely enabled or disabled can be seen as too radical. In a real-world setting, the complete disabling of a modality mainly makes sense for security, safety or legal reasons. In other cases, the application might favour some modalities over others instead of completely disabling them. While the presented calendar application clearly offers room for improvements, it serves as a first step towards a more detailed evaluation of the guidelines that we plan to conduct.

CONCLUSION
We have outlined how the automatic adaptation of input can lead to enhanced usability by providing alternative equivalent modalities, adjusting these modalities to environmental conditions and thereby improving an individual’s performance in using the mobile user interface. The class of adaptable user interfaces is tightly linked to advances in multimodal interaction, including the fusion and temporal combination of input modalities.

Our detailed analysis of the existing body of work led to a set of core features that are necessary for automatic input adaptation, including multiple available equivalent modalities (or combination of modalities), rich metadata about the given context, user and device, well-designed feedback for the user as well as user control mechanisms. Our exploration of the field of automatic input adaptation helps to combine new modalities as well as managing richer contextual information about the user and their environment. In turn, these core features have been exploited to propose eight design guidelines for automatic adaptation in multimodal mobile applications. Last but not least, we have illustrated the application of the guidelines in the design and development of an adaptive multimodal mobile agenda application.
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